
 

Model #: ILG-904 
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●Product  parts  picture & Schema 



●Assemble Steps Figure  

Take out screws, nuts, washeres of rear tube. 

Put  on the screw. 
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Assemble the rear tube. 

Put  on  the washer. 

Put  on the nut. Use allen key to lock. 

Rear tube is done. 
Take out screws, nuts, washeres of 

front  tube. 
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Use allen key to take out   the 

screw. 

Assemble the front  tube. Put  on the  screw. 

Put  on the washer. Put  on the nut. 

Use allen key to lock. Front  tube is done. 

After take out  the screw, 

●Assemble Steps Figure  
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Assemble the wire of meter. After assemble the front tube, 

Assemble trim. After assemble trim, 

Assemble the handle bar.  
Put  on the screw. 

Use allen key to lock. After assemble the screw, 

●Assemble Steps Figure  
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Take out the screw from meter.  Assemble the wire of meter. 

Assembled the meter. Lock. the screw. 

Use tool to lock the screw. Take out the screw .  

After take out the screw .  
Assemble the handle bar.  

●Assemble Steps Figure  
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Put  on the screw. Use allen key to lock. 

Put on the cover. After put on the cover, 

Take out the knob .  
Assemble the tube of cushion. 

Assemble the the knob .  
After assemble the the knob,  

●Assemble Steps Figure  
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●Assemble Steps Figure  

Take out the screw from cushion.  After take out the screw from cushion. 

Assemble the cushion. Put  on the washer. 

Put  on the nut. Tak out the washer. 

Assemble the frame of cushion. Put  on the washer. 
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●Assemble Steps Figure  

Put on the knob and lock .  The knob is done.  

Assemble the pedal. Use wrench to lock the pedal. 

Assemble the ribbon on the 

pedal. 

The pedal is done. 



FUNCTIONS AND OPERATIONS: 

MODE/RESET – Push down to select functions. 

– Press to reset time, distance and calories. 

1. AUTO ON/OFF: The monitor will wake up automatically if stop exercising for over 4 

minutes, monitor will turn off and all function values to zero. 

2. TIME : Press the button of enter to time function and press the up or down button to 

enter the value you want. 

3. Count up: without setting the time value, the monitor will count up the time from 00:-

99:59.  Count down: setting the exercise time from 1:00-99:00 minutes, the monitor will 

count down from your setting values. once reach setting value, monitor will alarm. 

4. SPEED: displays your workout speed in m/km per hour. The monitor will display the 

current speed from 0.0-99.9km or mile per hour. 

RPM: displays your workout rpm. The monitor will display the current rpm from15-999. 

5. DISTANCE：press the button of enter to dist function and press the up or down 

button to enter the value you want. 

Count up: without setting the distance value, the monitor will count up the distance from 

0.1:-999.9km or mile..  Count down: setting the exercise time from 1.0-999km or mile, 

the monitor will count down from your setting values. once reach setting value, monitor 

will alarm. 

6. CALORIE: press the button of enter to cal function and press the up or down button 

to enter the value you want. 

Count up: without setting the cal value, the monitor will count up the cal from 0.1-999.0.  

Count down: setting the exercise cal from 1.0-999, the monitor will count down from 

your setting values. once reach setting value, monitor will alarm. 
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●Exercise Computer Instruction 



●Exercise Computer Instruction 

CAUTION: Operating temperature:0℃-+50℃ / Storage temperature: -10℃-+60℃ 

 NOTE： 

1.  If the display is illegible or only partial segments appear, remove batteries and wait 

15 seconds before reinstalling. 

2.  Pull off the battery cover and place two of rd-4 batteries into battery housing on back 

of monitor, please refer to below illustrations. 

3.  Insure batteries are correctly positioned and battery springs are in proper contact 

with batteries. 

4.  Replace battery cover and insure it is tightly closed. 

5. Battery life is approx 1 year under normal usage. 

6. Removing the batteries will erase computer memory. 

 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
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